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SUPER STAR PRODUCTS ANDQUANTUM SUPERALGEBRASM. MansourLaboratoire de Physique Théorique, Département de PhysiqueUniversité de Mohamed V., B. P. 1014 Rabat, Maroe-mail: mansour70�maility.om(Reeived Marh 27, 2000)We prove that the super star produt on a Poisson Lie supergroup leadsto the struture of quantum superalgebra (triangular Hopf superalgebra) onthe super quantized enveloping algebra of the orresponding Lie superalge-bra and that equivalent super star produts generate isomorphi quantumsuperalgebras.PACS numbers: 03.65.Fd 1. IntrodutionThe development of the Quantum Inverse Sattering Method (QISM) [1℄intended for investigations of integrable models of the quantum �eld theoryand statistial physis gives rise to some interesting algebrai onstrutions.These investigations allow to selet a speial lass of Hopf algebras nowknown as quantum groups and quantum algebras [2, 3℄. The nie R-matrixformulation of the quantum group theory [4℄, based on the fundamental re-lation of QISM (the FRT relation) has given an additional impulse to theseinvestigations. The extension of the ativity on quantum groups to the�eld of supersymmetry was started with the paper of Manin [5℄, where thestandard multiparametri quantum deformation of the supergroup GL(m=n)was introdued. The study of the superalgebra in duality with the standardmultiparametri deformation of GL(m=n) was given in [6℄. Quantum super-algebras appeared naturally when the quantum inverse sattering methodwas generalized to the super-systems [7℄. Related R-matrix were onsideredin [8, 9℄ and simple examples were presented in [10℄. The works [11, 12, 15℄are devoted to the q-bosonization of the q-superalgebras.The properties ofthe quantum superalgebras UQ(A(m;n)); UQ(B(m;n)); UQ(C(n + 1)) andUQ(D(m;n)) when their deformation parameter Q goes to a root of unity, areinvestigated in [13,14℄. Quantum supergroups, were investigated in [15�17℄.(1639)



1640 M. MansourAs is well known, quantum groups an be seen as nonommutative gen-eralizations of topologial spaes whih have a group struture. Suh astruture indues an Abelian Hopf algebra struture [18℄ on the algebra ofsmooth funtions on the group. Quantum groups are de�ned then as a nonAbelian Hopf algebras [19℄. A way to generate them onsists of deformingthe Abelian Hopf algebra of funtions into a non Abelian one (*-produt),using the so alled deformation quantization or star-quantization [20�24℄.A star-quantization method is used also to give an h-deformed algebra(quantum Lie algebra) in [25℄, to realize both q-deformed Virasoro and suq(2)algebras in [26℄, to deform the orresponding Yangian of a simple Lie algebrain [27℄ and to generate quantum algebras in [28℄. The notion of a super star-produt on a sympleti �at supermanifold is investigated in [29℄ and adeformation-quantization of Fedesov type of super Poisson braket is givenin [30℄.The purpose of the present paper is to show that the quantum super-groups an be generated by deforming the graded (Abelian) Hopf algebraof super funtions struture into a non graded-Abelian one (super star-produt). This quantization tehnique gives a deformed produt one aPoisson superbraket on the superalgebra of super smooth funtions is given.In order to ensure that the deformed superalgebra is a Hopf superalgebra,namely a quantum supergroup, the starting supergroup G has to be endowedwith a super Lie-Poisson struture. Finally, using the duality proedure, thisquantization leads to the struture of the quantum superalgebra on the su-per quantized enveloping algebra of the Lie superalgebra orresponding tothe above Lie supergroup G .This paper is organized as follows; the seond setion is devoted to a re-view of basi de�nitions of Lie bisuperalgebras and Lie-Poisson supergroups.In the third setion we show the main result that states that a super starprodut on a Lie�Poisson supergroup leads to the struture of a quantumsuperalgebra on the quantized enveloping algebra of the Lie superalgebraorresponding to the above supergroup, we give a vetor representation ofthe super quantum Yang�Baxter equation and we show that equivalent superstar produts generate isomorphi quantum superalgebras.2. Basi de�nitionsLet us �rst reall some properties of the vetor superspaes and Liesuperalgebras on the omplex number �eld.If g is a vetor super spae then g = g0 � g1; where we refer to g0 andg1 as the even and odd subspaes of g, respetively. We de�ne the operatorindex jj: g �! f0; 1g



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1641for the homogeneous elements of g byj x j= 0 ; if x " g0 ;j x j= 1 ; if x " g1and all (�1)jxj the parity of x . The dual g� inherits a natural supergradation g� = g�0 � g�1 , with g�a is isomorphi to the dual of ga (a = 0; 1) .On the tensor produt g
 g, there exists a natural super gradation induedfrom that of g; where the parity of x
y is related to those of the homogenouselements x; y 2 g through (�1)jx
yj = (�1)jxj+jyj:It is also useful to de�ne the twisting mapT : g 
 g �! g 
 gby T (x
 y) = (�1)jxjjyj(y 
 x) (1)for all homogenous x; y 2 g ; this de�nition is extended by linearity to allg 
 g.A Lie superalgebra struture on g is provided by a linear mapping[; ℄ : g 
 g �! gsatisfying the requirement of super Jaobi identity and super antisymmetry.In order to express them it is useful to introdue a basis fXig in g andstruture onstants de�ned by[Xi;Xj ℄ = CkijXk :Then the struture onstants have to satisfyCkij = 0 whenever j Xi j + j Xj j6=j Xk j (mod 2)Ckij = (�1)jijjjjCkji (super antisymmetry)(�1)jijjljCkijCmkl+(�1)jijjjjCkjlCmki+(�1)jjjjljCkliCmkj=0 (super Jaobi identity):A Lie bisuperalgebra struture on g is given by a linear mapping� : g �! g 
 g�(Xi) = fkli Xk 
Xl ;



1642 M. Mansourwhere � has to satisfy several requirements. First of all it makes the duallinear spae g� a Lie superalgebra i.e.:f ijk = 0 ;whenever j Xi j + j Xj j6=j Xk j (mod 2) and(�1)jkjjmjfkji f lmj + (�1)jljjkjf lji fmkj + (�1)jmjjljfmji fklj = 0 :� must be a superalgebra 1-oyle�[X;Y ℄ = adX�(Y )� (�1)jXjjY jadY �(X) :A obondary Lie superalgebra is a pair (g; r) ; where g is a Lie superalgebraand r 2 ((g0 
 g0)� (g1 
 g1)) suh that for every Xi 2 g we have�(Xi) = [r; 1
Xi +Xi 
 1℄ ;where the even element r satis�es the generalized lassial Yang�Baxterequation [[[r; r℄℄; 1 
Xi 
 1 +Xi 
 1
 1 + 1
 1
Xi℄ = 0 (2)and the super Shouten braket is de�ned as follows[[r; r℄℄ = [r12; r13℄ + [r12; r23℄ + [r13; r23℄ :The oboundary superbialgebra with the r-matrix satisfying the modi�edlassial Yang�Baxter equation desribes in�nitesimally Poisson�Lie super-goups whih will be de�ned later. We now make the following de�nitions:De�nition 1 A super quantized universal enveloping algebra is a topologialHopf superalgebra B with a bijetive antipode over the ring of formal seriesC[[h℄℄, omplete with respet to the h-adi topology and suh that BhB is theuniversal enveloping algebra U(g) of some Lie superalgebra g :Let W = W0 + W1 be a di�erentielle supermanifold and Fun(W ) =Fun0(W ) � Fun1(W ) be the algebra of supersmooth funtions on W ;f 2 Fun0(W )[Fun1(W )℄ is said to be homogenous of even [odd℄ parity.De�nition 2 A super Poisson braket f; g on Fun(W )) is a bilinear oper-ation assigning to every pair of funtions f; g 2 Fun(W ) a new funtionff; gg 2 Fun(W ), suh that for homogenous funtions satis�es the followingonditions:(i) � Graded preservingdeg(ff; gg = deg(f) + deg(g) ; (3)



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1643(ii) � Super skew-symmetryff; gg = �(�1)deg(f)deg(g)fg; fg ; (4)(iii) � Graded Leibniz ruleff; ghg = ff; ggh + (�1)deg(f)deg(g)gff; hg ; (5)(iv) � Super Joobi identity(�1)deg(f)deg(h)ff; fg; hgg + (�1)deg(g)deg(f)fg; fh; fgg+ (�1)deg(h)deg(g)fh; ff; ggg = 0 : (6)Sine the onditions [3�6℄ are just the axioms of superalgebras, the spaeFun(W ) endowed with the super Poisson braket beomes a Poisson super-algebra and W a Poisson supermanifold.De�nition 3 A Poisson Lie supergroup is a Lie supergroup G provided witha Poisson superbraket f; g suh that the omultipliation� : Fun(G) �! Fun(G) 
 Fun(G)is a morphism of Poisson superbrakets:�f�;  g = f�(�);�( )g ;where the Poisson superbraket on Fun(G) 
 Fun(G) is de�ned asf�1 
  1; �2 
  2g = (�1)j�2jj 1j(f�1; �2g 
  1 2 + �1�2 
 f 1;  2g) : (7)and the following rule for the multipliation of graded tensor produts shouldbe used:( 1 
  2)(�1 
 �2) = (�1)deg( 2deg(�1)( 1phi1 
  2phi2) :



1644 M. Mansour3. Super star produts and quantum superalgebras3.1. Triangular Hopf superalgebra strutureLet G = G0 � G1 be a Lie supergroup, g its Lie superalgebra. Theenveloping algebra of the Lie superalgebra g is de�ned [31℄ to be the ten-sor algebra T (g) = �1k=0g
k, modulo the ideal I in T (g) generated by allelements in T (g) of the formx
 y � (�1)jxjjyjy 
 x� [x; y℄ (8)for x; y 2 g. As in the lassial ase the Poinare�Birko��Witt theorem isvalid for U(g), indeed for g = g0 � g1 and if f(ei); i = 1; 2; : : : ng is a basisof g0 and f(vi); i = 1; 2; : : : mg is a basis of g1 then a basis of U(g) is givenby ek11 : : : eknn :vi1 : : : vij ; (9)where k1; : : : kn 2 N and 1 � i1 � : : : ; ij � m.Let 1 be the identity of the enveloping superalgebra. Then the morphismof degree zero g into U(g) 
 U(g) given byx �! x
 1 + 1
 x (10)extends to a morphism of degree zero�0 : U(g) �! U(g)
 U(g) : (11)We note that for a bisuperalgebra A = A0�A1, the oprodut preserves theparity; namely, one has� : A �! A
A� : A0 �! A0 
A0 +A1 
A1� : A1 �! A0 
A1 +A1 
A0 :The antipode of the enveloping superalgebra is de�ned as an homogenousbijetive map of degree zeroS0 : U(g) �! U(g) (12)suh that for any x 2 g we haveS0(x) = �x (13)and for u; v 2 U(g) we haveS0(uv) = (�1)jujjvjS0(v)S0(u) : (14)



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1645Now let r 2 ((g0 
 g0) � (g1 
 g1)) be a solution of the super lassialYang�Baxter equation. [[r; r℄℄ = 0 : (15)Then the Lie bisuperalgebra struture on g is given by the superalgebra1-oyle Æ : g �! g 
 g ;x 7�! (adx 
 1 + 1
 adx)r ; (16)where adx stands for the adjoint representation and the super Poisson�Liestruture on Lie supergroup G is given by [32℄f�;  g =Xi;j (�1)j�jjjjrij(Xri (�)Xrj ( )�X li(�)X lj( )) ; (17)where Xri = (Rg)�Xi and X li = (Lg)�Xi are the right and left vetors �eldson the supergroup G, (Xi) is a basis of g with (Rg)� and (Lg)� the derivativemaping orresponding to the right and left translation respetively .If we denote by R(G)(L(G)) the set of all right(left)-invariant vetor�elds on G, then using elementary properties of derivative mapings [33℄ onemay show that eah of L(G) and R(G) is a vetor superspae with a braketoperation that satis�es the super Jaobi identity. Sine every element ofL(G) or R(G) is ompletely determined by its value at the identity elementof G it follows that L(G) and R(G) are isomorphi to the Lie superalgebra(the tangent spae to G at the identity (e)).Suh morphisms an be extended to graded algebra morphismsU(g) �! Dl(G) ; (18)A 7�! Al ; (19)U(g) �! Dr(G) ; (20)A 7�! Ar ; (21)where Dl(G) and Dr(G) are respetively the superalgebra of left-invariantdi�erential operators and the superalgebra of right-invariant di�erential op-erators, suh that the ation of U(g) on F (G) will be given byhX;Y l(�)i = hXY; �i ; (22)hX;Y r(�)i = (�1)jXjjY jhS0(Y )X;�i : (23)We now make the following de�nitions



1646 M. MansourDe�nition 4 A super star produt on the Poisson Lie supergroup is a bi-linear map F (G)� F (G) �! F (G)[[h℄℄ ;(�;  ) 7�! � �  =Xj hjCj(�;  ) (24)suh that(i) when the above map is extended to F (G)[[h℄℄, it is formally assoiative(� �  ) � � = � � ( � �) (25)(ii) C0(�;  ) = �: = (�1)j�jj j :�(iii) C1(�;  ) = f�;  g(iv) the two-ohains Ck(�;  ) are bidi�erential operators , homogeneous ofdegree zero on F (G) .The problem is to get a super star-produt on G suh that the ompatibilityrelation �(� �  ) = (�(�) ��( )) (26)is satis�ed. The super star-produt on the right side is anonially de�nedon F (G)
 F (G) by(�
  ) � (�0 
  0) = (�1)j jj�0 j(� � �0)
 ( �  0) : (27)Remark: If all Ck are a left (right)-invariant even bidi�erential operatorsthen the orresponding super star produt is alled left (right)-invariant.De�nition 5 Two super star-produts �1 and �2 de�ned on the supergroupG are said to be formally equivalent if there exists a seriesT = id+ 1Xi=1 hiTi ; (28)where the Ti are even di�erential operators, suh thatT (� �1  ) = T (�) �2 T ( ) : (29)



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1647Thanks to the morphisms(16),(18), we see that if Ci is a left-invariant eventwo ohain then there is an homogeneous element of degree zero Fi 2U(g) 
 U(g) suh that: C li(�;  ) = F li (�
  ) : (30)Similarly for the right invariant even two ohain there exists an homoge-neous element of degree zero Hi 2 U(g)
 U(g) suh that:Crj(�;  ) = Hrj(�
  ) : (31)If we introdue the two homogeneous elements of degree zero of U(g) 
U(g)[[h℄℄ F = 1 +Xi�1 Fihi ;H = 1 +Xj�1Hjhjthen we obtain the following resultProposition 1 The assoiativity of the left-invariant super star-produt im-plies (�0 
 id)F:(F 
 1) = (1
�0)F:(1
 F ) (32)and the assoiativity of the right-invariant super star-produt leads to thefollowing equality(S
20 (H)
 1):(�0 
 id)S
20 (H) = (1
 S
20 (H)):(1 
�0)S
20 (H) : (33)Proof: writing the right-invariant super star produt in the following form(� �r  ) = m(Hr(�
  )) ;where H = 1 + h2r + Pi�2Hihiwe have for any homogeneous element X in the enveloping superalgebra,hX;� �r ( �r �)i= hX;m(id 
m)((id 
�0)Hr:Hr23(�
  
 �))i= h(id
�0)�0(X); (id 
�0)Hr:Hr23(�
  
 �)i= h(1
 (S
20 ))H(id 
�0)((S
20 )H)(id 
�0)�0(X); (� 
  
 �)i :(34)



1648 M. MansourSimilarly, we havehX; (� �r  ) �r �i= h((S
20 )
 1)H(�0 
 id)((S
20 )H)(�0 
 id)�0(X); (� 
  
 �)i(35)so, from (34) (35) we dedue easily the result (33).An analogous proof establishes the left-invariant ase.Proposition 2 Assume that F is a left-invariant super star produt on thesupergroup G, then S
20 (F ) is a right-invariant super star produt on thesupergroup G.Proof: by applying the operator (S0
S0
S0) to the equation (29) and usingthe fat that (S0 
S0) Æ�op0 = �0 Æ S0, we �nd obviously the equation(30).The super star produt on the Poisson�Lie supergroup will be given bythe following expression� �  = �((S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l(�
  )) ; (36)where � is the usual mutipliation on the superalgebra of smooth funtionson the supergroup. In fat, the produt de�ned in this way is assoiative(� �  ) � � = � �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l(� �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l(�
  )�
 �)�= �(�
 id)�(�0 
 1) �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r� :(�0 
 1)F l: �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r 
 1� :(F l 
 1)(�
  
 �)�= �(�
 id)�(�0 
 id) �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r� : �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r 
 1� :(�0 
 id)F l:(F l 
 1)(�
  
 �)�= �(�
 id)�(id
�0) �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r� :(1
 �S
20 ��1)(F�1)r:(id
�)F l:(1
 F l)(� 
  
 �)�= �(id
 �)�(id
�0) �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r� :(1
 �S
20 ��1)(F�1)r:(id
�0)F l:(1
 F l)(� 
  
 �)�= �(id
 �)�(id
�0) �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r� :(id
�0)F l:(1
 �S
20 ��1 (F�1)r):(1
 F l)(� 
  
 �)�= �((S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l:(�
 � �(S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l( 
 �)�)= � � ( � �) :For the ompatibility relation, the proof is a graded version of the proofgiven in [23℄.Atually a super star-produt does not only de�ne a deformation of thesuperalgebra of the super smooth funtions on the supergroup F (G) but also



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1649of a quotient superalgebra F e(G) de�ned as the set of element of F (G) in aneighbourhood ontaining the identity of G modulo the equivalene relation� �  if hX;��  i = 0 for anyX 2 U(g) ;where h; i is the pairing between F e(G) and U(g) :Let us reall now that two bialgebras U , A are said to be in duality ifthere exists a doubly nondegenerate bilinear formh; i : U �A �! C; h; i : (u; a) �! hu; ai; u 2 U; a 2 Asuh that for any u; v 2 U and a; b 2 A we have:hu; abi = h�A(u); a
 bi ;huv; ai = hu
 v;�U (a)i ;h1U ; ai = "A(a); hu ; 1U i = "U (u) :All this extends to bisuperalgebras [5℄. The only subtlety is that the tensorprodut is also graded, and, if (using Sweedlers notation) �U(u) =Pu1 
u2;�A(a) =P a1 
 a2, thenhu; abi = (�1)ju2jjajXhu1; aihu2; bi ;huv; ai = (�1)ja1jjvjXhu; a1ihv; a2i :The duality between bisuperalgebras may be used to obtain the unknownsuperalgebra from a known one if the two are in duality. So, the deformationwe talk about is a deformation of the F e(G) as a bialgebra ; this allowsus to provide by the duality the deformed superalgebra F �e(G)[[h℄℄, whereF �e(G) is the set of distributions on G with support at the unit element (e).Indeed, as in the ase of ordinary Lie groups, the set of distributions on Gwith support at the identity element is the enveloping superalgebra of theLie superalgebra of the Lie supergroup, and we dedue that a super starprodut provide a deformation of the enveloping superalgebra.The super quantized enveloping algebra U(g)[[h℄℄ is endowed with thestruture of a Hopf superalgebra, where the multipliation superalgebra isthe ordinary onvolution on F �e(G) and the oprodut �F is given by [34℄h�F (X); � 
  i = hX;� �  i (37)for all �;  2 F e(G), and X 2 U(g):In fat using the equations (19),(20) we obtain:h�F (X); � 
  i = hX;�((S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l(�
  ))i= h�0(X); (S
20 )�1(F�1)r:F l(�
  )i = hF�1:�0(X):F; (� 
  )i ;



1650 M. Mansourand this implies �F (X) = F�1:�0(X) :F : (38)For the antipode of the super quantized enveloping algebra, we reall�rst that the antipode S0 of U(g) satis�es the following equationm(S0 
 id)�0(X) = m(id
 S0)�0(X) = "(X)1 ; (39)where m is the usual multipliation on the super enveloping algebra U(g).F and F�1 an be respetively split asF =Xk ak 
 bk ; F�1 =Xk k 
 dkand if setting u = m(id 
 S0)(F�1) as an invertible homogeneous elementof U(g)[[h℄℄ of degree zero, then we an easily show that the antipode of thesuper quantized enveloping algebra U(g)[[h℄℄ is given by:SF (X) = u:S0(X):u�1 ; (40)where u�1 = m(S0 
 id)F :We will give the proof for the simple ase whenj ak j=j bk j=j k j=j dk j= 0sine for other ases the generalization is obvious. In fatm(SF 
 id)�F (X) = m(uS0u�1 
 id)(F�1�0(X)F )= Xi;j;k uS0(ai)S0(X 0k)S0(j)u�1djX 00k biwith �0(X) = PkX 0k 
X 00k . Owing to the fat that S0 satis�es the equa-tion (39) and thatXj S0(j)u�1dj = m(S0 
 id)(F:F�1) = 1we obtain thatm(SF 
 id)�F (X) =Xi uS0(ai)bi"(X)1 = "(X)1 :Similarly, we an prove that:m(id
 SF )�F (X) = "(X)1 :



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1651Now if we de�ne the following even element, as Drinfeld does in [35℄ forthe non graded ase RF = F�121 :F ; (41)where F21 = T:F12:T , then we an easily show that RF de�nes a quasitri-angular struture on the super quantized enveloping algebra U(g)[[h℄℄.In fat, applying the operator T 23T 13 to the equation (32) and using thefat that �op0 = T Æ�0 we obtain the following relationF�112 (�0 
 id)RFF 12 = (RF )13:(RF )23whih implies that (�F 
 id)RF = (RF )13:(RF )23 : (42)Similarly, applying T 12T 23 to the same equation(29), we obtain(id
�F )RF = (RF )13:(RF )12 : (43)From the fat that � � 1 = 1 � � = � for all � 2 F e(G), we dedue that(id 
 ")F = ("
 id)F = 1 ; (44)onsequently ("
 id)(RF ) = (id
 ")(RF ) = 1 (45)and from the de�nition(41) we dedue that(RF )21:RF = 1 : (46)Using again the expression (38) we obtain that(�F )op = T (�F ) = T (F�1):�0:T (F )= T (F�1):F:�0:F�1:T (F )then (�F )op = RF :�F :(RF )�1: (47)From (42) and (47), we see that RF satis�es the super quantum Yang�Baxterequation (RF )12:(RF )13:(RF )23 = (RF )23:(RF )13:(RF )12: (48)



1652 M. Mansour3.2. Representation of the super quantum Yang�Baxter equationConsider a graded spae W (n=m) onsisting of n bosons and m fermions.Let � be a representation of the Lie superalgebra g on W (n=m), thenR = (�
 �)(RF ) 2 (W (n=m) 
W (n=m))satis�es the super quantum Yang�Baxter equationR12:R13:R23 = R23:R13:R12: (49)If we hoose fwig as a basis of W (n=m) , wherej wi j = 0for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ;j wi j = 1for i = n+ 1; n+ 2; : : : ; n+mthen the equation (46)an be rewritten as:(�1)jmj(jj+jnj)(�1)jdj(jmj+jnj+jej+jf j)Rabim:Ridn:Rmnef= (�1)jmj(jkj+jf j)(�1)jaj(jbj+jj+jmj+jkj)Rbmk:Raklf :Rlmde ; (50)where j i j=j wi j, and if we introdue the matrix S = PR , where P is thesuper permutation operator on the tensor vetor spae W (n=m) 
 W (n=m)with P ijkl = (�1)jijjjjÆilÆjkthen S satis�es(�1)jaj(jbj+jjjjj+jnj)(�1)jdj(jmj+jmj+jnj+jej+jf j)Sbjm:Sajdm:Smnef= (�1)jlj(jjj+jjjmj+jf j)Sablj :Sjmf :Slmde (51)whih an be rewritten in a ompat form as(S 
 id):(id 
 S):(S 
 id) = (id
 S):(S 
 id):(id 
 S) : (52)This gives rise to a representation of the symmetri group Sn:3.3. Equivalents super star produts on a supergroupLet F and �F be two super star produts i.e., two homogeneous el-ements of degree zero of the Hopf superalgebra (U(g)[[h℄℄ and let A =U((g)[[h℄℄;�F ; RF ; SF ) and �A = (U((g)[[h℄℄;� �F ; R �F ; S �F ) be the resultingquantum supergroups, where�F = F:�0:F�1 ; RF = F�121 :F� �F = �F :�0: �F�1 ; R �F = �F�121 : �F



Super Star Produts and Quantum Superalgebras 1653then it is easily seen that �A an be obtained from A by applying the twistF̂ = F�1: �F . In fat � �F = F̂ :�F :F̂�1 (53)and R �F = F̂21:RF :F̂ : (54)If the two star produt are equivalent i.e. the orresponding elements F and�F are related by the following expression�F = �0(E�1):F:(E 
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